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NZQA Assessment Support Material 

 
Unit standard 28073 

Title Write an evaluation for a specific purpose (EL) 

Level 4 Credits 5 Version 1 

 

Note 
The following guidelines are supplied to enable assessors to carry out valid and consistent 
assessment using this internal assessment resource. 

Assessors must manage authenticity for any assessment from a public source, because learners 
may have access to the assessment schedule or student exemplar material.  This assessment 
resource without modification may mean that learners’ work is not authentic.  The assessor will 
need to change the context or topic to be investigated, or change to a different text to read or 
perform. 

 

Assessor guidelines 
 
Introduction 
 
Refer to the unit standard document for the outcome, evidence requirements and grading criteria. 
 

T H I S  U N I T  S T A N D A R D  C A N  B E  A W A R D E D  W I T H  A N  
A C H I E V E D ,  M E R I T ,  O R  E X C E L L E N C E  G R A D E  
 

A W A R D  O F  G R A D E S  

• For award with Achieved, the purpose of the text is communicated. 

Content is developed and related to evaluative criteria. 

Content, structure and layout are appropriate to the audience and the information being 
evaluated. 

Recommendations based on findings are made. 

Information from external sources is summarised, paraphrased and acknowledged. 

Text is generally coherent and cohesive. 

A limited range of language features and vocabulary is used. 

Meaning of the text is generally conveyed but may contain errors and inaccuracies. 
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A W A R D  O F  G R A D E S  

Range language features may include but are not limited to – complete simple and compound 

sentences; verb forms; pronouns; general nouns; complex noun groups; noun phrases; 

adjectives and adverb phrases; formal, objective language; comparative and 

contrastive adjectives and adverbs; connectives; punctuation. 

• For award with Merit, the purpose of the text is communicated clearly. 

Content is well developed. 

Content, structure and layout of the evaluation are appropriate to the specific purpose. 

Clear and specific recommendations based on findings are made. 

Information from external sources is paraphrased and integrated. 

Text is coherent and cohesive with minor lapses. 

A range of language features and vocabulary is used. 

Meaning of text is conveyed with minor inaccuracies. 

• For award with Excellence, content is linked. 

Information from external sources is synthesised. 

Text is coherent and cohesive with minimal lapses. 

A wide range of language features and vocabulary is used. 

Meaning of text is conveyed with minimal inaccuracies. 

 

This unit standard has one outcome: 
 
Outcome 1: Write an evaluation for a specific purpose (EL). 
 
Range one text of at least 800 words; 

 specific purpose may include but is not limited to an evaluation of – written text, audio-

visual text, product, website, project brief, event, community service, educational 

programme, performance. 

 
Conditions of assessment 
 
• All assessment must be conducted in English, which must not be the learner’s first language. 
• Learners may use an English dictionary, but not electronic devices, other than for word 

processing. 
• Information from at least two different sources about the evaluated topic must be gathered from 

research activity.  Examples of external sources include – literature, surveys, anecdotal 
opinions of others. 

• Learner’s writing competence must be assessed after they have been given the opportunity to 
edit and proofread their work. 

• Learner’s drafts and relevant resource materials or a list of resources must be attached as part 
of the completed assessment. 
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Learning contexts 
 
Assessment of this standard must reflect the qualifier (general, workplace or academic) being 
studied.  Topics must be related to contexts that are relevant to the learner.  This assessment 
activity should follow formative work in which the learners have had the opportunity to become 
familiar with the topic, question types and vocabulary.  It is recommended that this assessment be 
linked with other English Language unit standard assessments at this level. 
 
Notes for assessors 
 
• It is important that learners are familiar with the requirements of the evidence requirements and 

explanatory notes of the unit standard, including definitions. 
• Between drafts, assessors can make global comments to advise learners that their writing may 

need further work on ideas, language, structure or accuracy in spelling and punctuation, but 
should not indicate or correct specific errors or inaccuracies. 

• The assessor must be satisfied that the learner can independently demonstrate competency 
against the unit standard. 

• The assessment schedule is for assessors only and is not to be shared with learners during the 
assessment process. 

• Refer to your institution’s policies before offering a resubmission or further assessment 
opportunity. 
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Assessment Schedule 

 

Unit standard 28073 

Title Write an evaluation for a specific purpose (EL) 

Level 4 Credits 5 Version 1 

 

Evidence/Judgements for achievement Evidence/Judgements for achievement with 
merit 

Evidence/Judgements for achievement with 
excellence 

The purpose of the evaluation is communicated. 
 
 
This means that the reason for the text is stated 
in the title and introduction, and there is an 
awareness of the audience for whom the 
evaluation is intended for e.g. an employer. 

The purpose of the evaluation is communicated 
clearly. 
 
This means the text is written for a specific 
audience and purpose. This is made clear in the 
introduction with an overview of what is being 
evaluated and why. It is also clear throughout 
the text. The reader knows precisely why the 
text is written. 

 

Content, structure and layout are appropriate to 
the audience and the information evaluated. 
 
This means that content, structure and layout 
relate to an evaluation text type, and is written in 
a way that is appropriate to the audience and 
the information being evaluated. 
 
Text begins with an introduction, with an 
overview of the information being evaluated. 
The main body of the text consists of linked 
paragraphs, each with a clear sub-topic. The 
conclusion sums up the findings and makes 
recommendations. 

Content, structure and layout of the evaluation 
are appropriate to the specific purpose. 
 
This means that the writer demonstrates an 
awareness of the specific audience and 
purpose. The text follows a clear organising 
principle. Content, structure and layout show an 
awareness of the specific purpose of the 
evaluation and the needs of the audience it is 
written for. 
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- Layout is used appropriately to help achieve 
the purpose of the text. This may include; 
sub-headings, bullet points, numbering, 
supporting illustrations, maps, diagrams, 
photographs. 

- Content structure and layout are appropriate 
for the information evaluated. 

Content is developed and related to evaluative 
criteria. 
 
This means that information is described and 
explained in the context of the evaluative criteria 
used. The evaluative criteria have been chosen 
to match the needs and concerns of the 
audience. 
 
e.g. the evaluative criteria for a website 
evaluation could include: first impressions, 
navigation, content, findability, browser 
compatibility, user satisfaction. 

Content is well developed. 
 
 
This means that statements are explained and 
supported with evidence and examples. 
 
e.g. Pages should be easily readable, clear and 
easy to understand. This is important because 
people with reading difficulties will not be able to 
cope. For example, the font size needs to be 
large enough to be easily read and enough 
white space used. 

Content is linked. 
 
 
This means that effective links between 
information and/or ideas throughout the text. 
There are clear links throughout the text to the 
evaluative criteria used. 
 
Each paragraph in the body of the text relates to 
a different evaluative criterion. Ideas are linked 
using connectives e.g. 
In this way….This occurs because…However, it 
is important to note… 

Recommendations based on findings are made. 
 
 
This means that a summary is given of the 
findings and appropriate recommendations are 
made. 

Clear and specific recommendations based on 
findings are made. 
 
This means that recommendations involve a 
detailed description with an explanation of why 
they have been made. 

 

Information from external sources is 
summarised, paraphrased and acknowledged. 
 
This means that information from sources used 
has been: 
- summarised by reducing source material to 

its most important ideas and writing it in your 
own words. 

- paraphrased by changing information from a 
source into own words (keeping the same 

Information from external sources is 
paraphrased and integrated. 
 
This means that any paraphrases used are 
woven with the writer’s own content so that the 
writing flows. 

Many websites only contain information from 
one point of view and according to Tate and 
Alexander (1996, p.7) when using a website for 

Information from sources is synthesised. 
 
This means that similar ideas from at least two 
sources of information are summarised, 
paraphrased and woven together. 
 
 
It is clear from the research that….. Both Tate 
and Alexander (1996) and Merrill (1998) agree 
that… 
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meaning) and citing the author e.g. When 
using a website for the first time it is 
essential to find out whether it is reliable and 
unbiased (Tate and Alexander, 1996).  

- quoted from another source e.g. “It is 
important to check the objectivity of a site is 
to find out what other sites link to it” (Tate 
and Alexander, 1996, p.7). 

 
There is a reference list at the end listing all 
sources used. 

the first time it is essential to find out whether it 
is reliable and unbiased. This can be done by … 

Text is generally coherent and cohesive. 
 
 
This means that the text is understandable most 
of the time with some cohesive devices used 
correctly most of the time. 
Cohesive devices may include: 
- conjunctions e.g. and, but, or 
- pronoun reference e.g.  it, them, those 
- substitution e.g. There are differences 

between the domain name used for 
government websites and the one used for 
organisations.  

- ellipsis e.g. Domain names give basic 
information on where the data is originating. 
The (domain) name is the first piece of 
information… 

- connectives e.g. however, also 

Text is coherent and cohesive, with minor 
lapses. 
 
This means that ideas are presented in a clear 
and comprehensible manner and are linked 
between and within some paragraphs or 
sections using cohesive devices, with some 
inaccuracies. 

Text is coherent and cohesive with minimal 
lapses. 
 
This means that the text is clear and flows 
smoothly with cohesive devices used correctly 
to link ideas between paragraphs or sections 
and within paragraphs/sections or between 
headings. Any inaccuracies do not affect 
meaning. 

A limited range of language features is used. 
 
This means that evidence is present that the 
candidate can use sufficient language features 
of the text type to communicate ideas.  
Language features may include: 
 
- complete simple, compound and complex 

A range of language features is used.  
 
This means that evidence is present that the 
candidate can select a range of language 
features of the text type to communicate ideas 
effectively. 

A wide range of language features is used. 
 
This means that a wide range of language 
features of the text type are selected and used 
to communicate ideas precisely and fluently. 
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sentences 
e.g. The website creation date is clear. 
(simple) 
The website creation date is clear and the 
date of its last edit is indicated.  (compound) 
The website, which was created recently, 
has the last editing date clearly visible. 
(complex) 

 
- appropriate verb forms e.g. It is important to 

check the content. This will ensure… 
- pronouns e.g. it, them, they 
- general nouns e.g. websites, computers 
- complex noun phrases e.g. a clear, accurate 

source 
- comparative and contrastive adjectives and 

adverbs e.g. more complicated, less 
complicated, more easily 

- connectives e.g. additionally, conversely 
- correct punctuation e.g. capitals, commas, 

full stops 

A limited range of vocabulary is used. 
 
This means that the candidate can use sufficient 
vocabulary to communicate ideas. 
 
 
There is evidence the learner can: 
- select the correct vocabulary most of the 

time 
- select the correct grammatical form of the 

vocabulary most of the time 
- use some of the following: specialised 

vocabulary, collocation. 

A range of vocabulary is used. 
 
This means that the candidate can select a 
range of vocabulary to communicate ideas 
effectively. 
 
There is evidence the learner can: 
- select sufficient vocabulary (including some 

specialised vocabulary) to communicate 
ideas effectively 

- select the correct grammatical form of the 
vocabulary so that meaning is not 
significantly hindered by inaccuracies 

- use a range of the following correctly most 
of the time: collocation, lexical groups. 

A wide range of vocabulary is used. 
 
This means that a wide range of vocabulary is 
selected and used to communicate ideas 
precisely and fluently. 
 
There is evidence the learner can: 
- select precise vocabulary (including 

specialised vocabulary) to communicate 
ideas effectively 

- select the correct grammatical form of the 
vocabulary containing only minimal 
inaccuracies 

- use collocation, lexical groups effectively. 
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Meaning of the text is generally conveyed but 
may contain errors and inaccuracies. 
 
Errors refer to consistent use of incorrect 
language features. Inaccuracies refer to 
incidental errors in text structure, language 
features and vocabulary, spelling and 
punctuation. 

Meaning of text is conveyed with minor 
inaccuracies. 
 
Minor inaccuracies refer to some incidental 
errors in text structure, language features and 
vocabulary, spelling and punctuation. 

Meaning of text is conveyed with minimal 
inaccuracies. 
 
Minimal inaccuracies refer to a few incidental 
errors in text structure, language features and 
vocabulary, spelling and punctuation. 

 


	e.g. The website creation date is clear. (simple)

